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Lab Information
{ Lab Number: Math 1432 -22358

- Day: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
- Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
- MS Teams Link

{ Lab Number: Math 1432 -22394
- Day: Monday, Wednesday
- Time: 01:00 PM - 02:30 PM
- MS Teams Link

Lab Instructions
Happy New year!!! Welcome everyone and I hope everyone is excited for a new semester.
Here I describe some instructions we will follow for our labs.
{ Attending all lab sessions will help you to get a better grade. Trust me!
{ Have your questions ready to ask in lab. It is better in virtual sessions to have your

questions ready before time.
{ I want everyone to participate in lab sessions. I will be there to solve your questions

but I want you to initiate the approach. It does not matter if it is wrong, it will help
me to see how you are thinking and help you to see where you are going wrong.

{ Do not feel shy to ask questions and do not ever hesitate to stop me to
clarify your doubts. No question is trivial. Not clearing your questions will not help
you at the end of the semester. The lab sessions are meant to resolve your doubts.

{ A snipping tool will be an useful tool to post questions in the chat box. Generally these
days all laptops have a pre-installed one. If you do not have one I suggest installing
one as it will come in handy.

{ I also suggest downloading the MS Teams app on your mobile as it will help you post
pictures of your work if you get stuck just by using the camera. This will help me to
understand where you are going wrong too.

{ I will schedule lab meetings at your assigned time in MS Teams under Live Lab Meetings
channel, you will just need to come and click Join.

{ I will post lab notes and recordings of each day after the labs are over.
{ Use the discussion channel in MS Teams to post your questions and also help your

fellow labmates by answering their questions. (A better substitute to Groupme!!)
{ While a lab is in session in order to help everyone listen clearly, you will keep your

microphones muted. But if you have a question you can definitely unmute yourself ask
the question and then again mute yourself. Previously, students reported this worked
best to clarify their doubts.

{ I will emphasize on how to produce your answers in a proper mathematical way. It is
important to properly convey your thoughts mathematically.

{ Finally, ask questions, participate actively in lab sessions and respect everyone
present.

Excited to meet everyone and have fun with Calculus 2.
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